PEX Plumbing Systems
Proven Technology Whose Time Has Come

Superior Materials

It’s no wonder that more and
more plumbers switch to our
cross-linked polyethylene (PEX)
plumbing system as their new

Working with RAUPEX is easy. More
than four times lighter than copper and
flexible, RAUPEX pipes bend effortlessly around corners, eliminating many
fittings. Our red and blue UV shield
pipe is easily identified and is protected
from UV exposure for an extended
time.

system of choice. Easy to install,
REHAU’s advanced PEX technology offers you and your customer
unmatched benefits.

What is a PEX Plumbing System?
REHAU’s PEX plumbing system
consists of two main components:
RAUPEX® pipes and the EVERLOC®
fitting system.
RAUPEX is REHAU’s trade name for its
specially formulated cross-linked
polyethylene (PEXa) pipe manufactured
using the high-pressure peroxide
(Engel) method. The high degree of
cross-linking in RAUPEX results in a
durable, yet flexible, pipe with enhanced temperature capability and
long-term strength, adapting easily to
your hot and cold water plumbing
requirements. When compared to
metal pipes, the low thermal conductivity of RAUPEX reduces heat loss and
condensation. In addition, RAUPEX is
certified by NSF and CSA as safe for
drinking water.

Manufactured from solid brass,
REHAU’s unique EVERLOC compression sleeve fitting system is designed to
withstand even the toughest job site
conditions. EVERLOC connections can
be made quickly and easily, and do not
require flame, heat, or solvent. They are
ready for service as soon as they are
connected. In fact, these connections
are so reliable you can install them
behind a wall or even encase them in
concrete. EVERLOC fittings are
corrosion-resistant and have a larger
inside diameter than typical PEX crimp
ring fittings, resulting in superior flow
characteristics and less pressure loss.

Why Choose the RAUPEX
Plumbing System?
We’ve installed more than one billion
feet of RAUPEX pipe around the world
over the last thirty years. You’ll
appreciate the benefits of our system:
■ RAUPEX does not pit or corrode
providing years of consistent flow
and water pressure.
■ The smooth interior wall of RAUPEX
resists scaling and deposit build-up
when used with both hard and soft
water.
■ The EVERLOC fitting system is
reliable and easy to install, even in
hard to reach places.
■ Unlike metal pipes, RAUPEX
expands to minimize pressure
surges and related noises. It’s also
freeze resistant.
■ RAUPEX does not become brittle at
typical installation temperatures. Its
full working range is -184°F to 248°F
(-120°C to 120°C).
■ RAUPEX pipe and EVERLOC fittings
are available in sizes 3/8" through 2".
■ RAUPEX pipe meets the requirements of NSF P 171 and ASTM F
2023 for chlorine resistance.

Typical plumbing installation
using the Combination
method

Easy Installations

Freedom of Design and
Installation
By streamlining the same installation
that you’ve been doing all along,
RAUPEX plumbing systems give you
the freedom to come up with a design
that best suits your application.

RAUPEX pipe is cold expanded over
the EVERLOC fitting insert and
compressed with an EVERLOC
compression sleeve to ensure a
reliable, strong and maintenance-free
connection.
Here are some examples of typical
plumbing techniques:

Traditional

Home Run

Primary pipe
(1" to 3/4" typical)

Secondary pipe
(1/2" typical)
Secondary pipe
(1/2" typical)

Combination

Primary pipe
(1" to 3/4" typical)

EVERLOC
Manifold

Secondary
pipe
(1/2" typical)

EVERLOC
Manifold

This is the most common method
using trunk line pipes (typically 1" or
3/4" diameter) to supply water to
smaller branch line pipes (typically 1/2"
diameter) which in turn supply the
plumbing fixtures. REHAU offers a
variety of EVERLOC fittings, valves and
accessories for installing RAUPEX in
these traditional systems.

These systems are typically well
balanced and therefore provide
excellent water flow to each fixture.
This sytem uses one EVERLOC openend manifold to supply water to branch
line pipes (typically 1/2" diameter),
which in turn supply the plumbing
fixtures. The flexibility of RAUPEX
allows for a reduced number of fittings.

This method combines the benefits of
both the Traditional and Home Run
techniques by providing a balanced
flow to each fixture while using less
pipe compared to the Home Run
technique. It uses a trunk line pipe
(typically 1" or 3/4" diameter) to supply
water to remotely located EVERLOC
inlet manifolds, which supply the
plumbing fixtures via branch line pipes
(typically 1/2" diameter). The EVERLOC
inlet manifolds are typically located
near a group of fixtures such as a
bathroom or kitchen and may either
have the end cut off to supply the next
manifold, or be left with the end closed.
In large systems with many fixtures,
this system may also use an EVERLOC
open-end manifold (not shown below)
to supply the remotely located
EVERLOC inlet manifolds via trunk lines
(typically 1' or 3/4" diameter).

In addition to our RAUPEX pipe and
EVERLOC fitting system, REHAU offers
a complete brass crimp ring fitting
program. Please contact your REHAU
representative for more information.
RAUPEX is accepted by the following
major model plumbing codes:
■ Uniform Plumbing Code
■ International Plumbing Code
■ International Residential Code
■ BOCA National Plumbing Code
■ SBCCI Standard Plumbing Code
■ National Plumbing Code of Canada
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Fast, easy installation. Better flow
rates. Corrosion resistance. Proven
longevity. High performance. When you
choose a REHAU PEX plumbing
system, you’re not only choosing a
system that will serve you well into the
future, but also the technical and
design expertise of a company with
more than fifty years of experience in
polymer processing technologies.

